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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

In this dissertation, we focused on the problem of the domain dependence
of natural language parsing systems. We investigated techniques of domain
adaptation that try to allay this problem. The first two chapters (part I) set the
theoretical background, defined the task of parsing, introduced the parsing
systems used in this work, and provided an introduction to domain adapta-
tion by focusing on natural language parsing.

The aim of part II (that covers Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) was to investi-
gate domain adaptation techniques in order to try to adapt the syntactic dis-
ambiguation model of the grammar-driven parser Alpino to new domains.
Chapter 4 focused on supervised domain adaptation, the scenario in which
some limited amount of labeled target data is available. We proposed the use
of auxiliary distributions to integrate knowledge from a more general, out-of-
domain model into a domain-specific model, for which only a very limited
amount of labeled training data was available. We compared the approach
to a range of straightforward baselines and prior work. In the next chapter
(Chapter 5), we examined two main approaches to exploit unlabeled data:
self-training and structural correspondence learning (SCL). The latter has had
considerable impact in the field. Currently – as of the time of writing this dis-
sertation – Blitzer’s two papers on SCL (Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007) are the most
cited papers on domain adaptation, they were cited 244 and 194 times accord-
ing to Google Scholar. It was generally believed to be a promising domain
adaptation technique.

However, the empirical results presented in part II of this dissertation are
disappointing. Chapter 4 showed that the auxiliary-based approach that in-
tegrates knowledge from the more general model did not work for domain
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180 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

adaptation. Integrating the general model into the domain-specific model did
not improve the parsing performance over the in-domain baseline that trains
a model on the limited amount of in-domain training data only. To estimate
the weights of the auxiliary features we need training data. When only small
amounts of training data are available, the weights cannot be estimated appro-
priately and hence the contribution of these features is low when compared
to the other features. Thus, the resulting model just achieved in-domain base-
line accuracy. This result was confirmed on the two domains examined, ques-
tions and spoken data. However, both techniques from prior work, namely
reference distribution and easy adapt, performed even worse. The reference
distribution-based approach turned out to be the worst performing technique,
indicating that relying too much on the out-of-domain model has a deterio-
rating effect on model performance. This would suggest that we should pre-
fer the use of the auxiliary distribution-based approach, despite its empiri-
cal weakness. We conclude that whenever there is a (sometimes even small)
amount of training data available for the target domain it is better to either
just use that (i.e. apply the in-domain model) or adopt very simple adaptation
techniques such as model combination (i.e. to train two models and linearly
interpolate them).

In Chapter 5, we investigated unsupervised domain adaptation methods,
self-training and structural correspondence learning (SCL). SCL has been ap-
plied successfully to PoS tagging and sentiment analysis, but was rather unex-
plored for parsing. We applied SCL to the parse disambiguation task and com-
pared it to various instantiations of self-training. However, despite promising
initial experiments and the general belief that SCL should be a valuable di-
rection to explore, results were disappointing. SCL achieved only a minor
improvement on two out of three test cases. This was due to improvements
obtained on a few sentences only and the differences were not significant. Self-
training performed even worse. None of the evaluated self-training variants
(single versus multiple iterations, various selection techniques) worked: per-
formance either improved only slightly, or degraded considerably most of the
time. This would favor the use of the more complex technique (SCL) as it did
not degrade performance as much as self-training. However, applying SCL
involves many design choices and practical issues (amongst which the most
crucial is the selection of pivot features). Thus, it is not really worth applying
it to parse disambiguation. Therefore, the answer to our first research ques-
tion on how effective domain adaptation techniques are, is negative. None
of the proposed or investigated domain adaptation techniques (supervised or
unsupervised) helped to considerably (and consistently) improve over base-
line performance. So far, it is best to just use the available labeled data or
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apply very simple adaptation techniques like model combination.
Adapting the disambiguation component turned out to be a very hard

task. Therefore, Chapter 6 presented an empirical investigation of the sensi-
tivity of different parsing systems to domain shifts. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no previous study has addressed this issue. We also proposed a sim-
ple measure to quantify domain sensitivity. In this chapter, we evaluated the
variation in parsing accuracy of the grammar-driven system Alpino and two
data-driven parsers, MST and Malt. We wanted to test the hypothesis that
the grammar-driven system Alpino is less affected by domain shifts, in com-
parison to purely data-driven statistical parsing systems. Indeed, the chap-
ter showed that the grammar-driven system Alpino is rather robust across
domains. Alpino is the best performing system and it is significantly more
robust than MST. In contrast, the transition-based parser Malt scores the low-
est across all domains, but its variation turned out not to be different from
Alpino. Overall, MST is the most domain-sensitive parser. This became ap-
parent when we excluded lexical information from the training process, which
resulted in a considerable performance drop for MST. Thus, with regard to our
second research question on the domain sensitivity of various parsing sys-
tems, Chapter 6 showed that the grammar-driven parser Alpino suffered less
from domain shifts, compared to the data-driven parsers, especially MST. Of
course, these results are specific for Dutch; however, it is a first step. The pro-
posed evaluation (and measure) is independent of both language and parsing
system. In future it would be interesting to apply it to other languages or
systems for which annotated data is available.

Most previous work on domain adaptation relied on the implicit assump-
tion that domains are somehow given. That is, relevant (labeled or unlabeled)
data was available, which has usually been determined by a human. In fact,
we also assumed this in the first part of this dissertation. We either had target
domain at our disposal or we exploited the category system of Wikipedia to
find related target data. However, as more and more data becomes available,
automatic ways to select data that is beneficial for a new (unknown) target
domain are becoming attractive. Therefore, the goal of Chapter 7 was to eval-
uate measures of domain similarity to automatically acquire related training
data for a given test set. The results showed that an unsupervised technique
based on topic models is effective – it outperforms random data selection on
both languages examined, English and Dutch. It is closely followed by a sim-
ilarity measure based on words only (relative frequencies of words). Both
automatic methods worked better than selection based on manually assigned
labels gathered from meta-data that is available for English. Moreover, these
automatic measures often outperformed a standard baseline model trained on
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the union of all data. Thus, simple relative frequencies of words turned out to
be good indicator of domain. They were effective for training data selection,
and less (but more domain-specific) data is often more fruitful than using all
available data.

There are, however, still many untouched and open issues to explore. In
Chapter 7, we selected increasing amounts of related target data but did not
specify a stopping criterion. Therefore, one direction of future work is to
establish such a criterion. This is related to the issue of domain shift detec-
tion (Dredze et al., 2010). They proposed a method to detect shifts in online
data streams. Such a mechanism could indeed be used to trigger adaptation
techniques, which is a second (related) direction we would like to explore.
So far, domain adaptation studies assumed that a domain shift has occurred.
Thirdly, we currently assume a single coherent document as target domain.
If we are going to parse an entire corpus, it might be sensible to first aggre-
gate similar documents and then try to find related target data. Other issues
that we leave for future work include: exploring data selection in case the
data was labeled with the parser that we want to improve (a kind of ‘targeted’
self-training – we only examined uptraining (Petrov et al., 2010), i.e. we used
a more accurate parser to annotate data for another parser, which might not
always be possible).

With regard to our last research question on the selection of training data,
our empirical investigation in Chapter 7 showed that a simple measure based
on word frequencies was effective for data selection. We believe that this is the
case as the measure mostly captures lexical differences. It would be interesting
to investigate more abstract feature representations that capture higher-level
information (such as PoS tag sequences that have been used to capture more
syntactic differences). On the other hand, using such a representation might
again be problematic as the data will be noisy (PoS taggers are again trained
on specific corpora and will suffer from domain shifts). In general, an interest-
ing direction of future work would be to tease apart the different dimensions
of variability between texts and examine their impact on parsing accuracy.

A large part of this dissertation focused on applying adaptation techniques
to a parse disambiguation model. However, as shown in Chapter 6, the pars-
ing system turned out to be rather robust across domains. This is not to say
that domain dependence does not constitute a problem for grammar-driven
parsers at all. However, the adaptation of other components, such as the lexi-
con, might be more fruitful. In future, we would like to investigate adaptation
approaches for data-driven parsing systems. For example, instance weight-
ing, data selection, and some very recently proposed approaches (e.g. Titov,
2011) that are based on SCL but do not require the selection of pivot features. It
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would also be interesting to evaluate the adaptation success in a subsequent
task that relies on the parser’s output (e.g. Sagae, 2010). Last but not least,
as we have already mentioned, we believe that for the practical advance of
parser portability the adaptation of pre-processing tools like PoS taggers or
tokenizers will be necessary.






